Egg Drop Project
Post-Write Up
Due: Monday, October 23

Five paragraph essay, much like the trial paper. I do not need a recap of how your project was built (already in your pre-write up) or how the test day went (I was there). Instead, for your post-write up, include and reflect on all of the following:

I. Intro: Create interest for your reader, introduce any relevant background info, briefly present your findings

II. Trends: Write an explanation for what trends you noticed on egg drop day. What were the most/least successful designs? Why?

III. Learning Experience: What did you learn in designing, building, and testing your model? How could you improve your design?

IV. Thinking Forward: What is one question you now have based upon this project? What test could you design to answer your question? Remember, good research questions explore relationships, and good tests investigate only one variable at a time.

V. Conclusion: Answer the question so what? What is important to take away from your findings? Tie up each piece of evidence you have included and briefly re-state your findings.

Format:
• Write ups must be double-spaced

• 12pt font

• Either Arial, Helvetica, or Times New Roman font

• 1" margins

• (Standard MLA format)